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To all whom, it may concern: - 1 
Be it known that I, EMILE KINST, a citizen 

of the United States, residing at Chicago, in 
the county of Cook and State of Illinois, have 
invented ’ certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Ball-Bats, which are fully set forth 
in the following speci?cation, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawing, form 
ing a part hereof. 
The drawing shows my improved ball-bat 

in side elevation, thus showing all its essen 
tial and novel features. The front orrear 
view of this bat shown in a drawing would 
show nothing which differed in outline from 
an ordinary ball-bat, the sides of this my bat 

or top end to the handlein just the same way 
as the sides of the present well-known form of 
ball-bat converge. I mean more particularly 
those bats known as “ base-ball bats.” 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

ball-bat which shall produce a rotary or spin 
ning motion of the ball in its flight 'to a 
higher degree than is possible with any pres 
ent known form of ball-bat, and thus to make 
it more difficult to catch the ball, or, if 
caught, to hold it, and thus furtherto modify 
the conditions of the game, as will presently 
be'shown; and to attain said endsI construct 
my new ball-bat in substantially the follow 
ing manner, namely: _ 

I construct a ball-bat——if, for instance, it is 
to be used in playing 'base-ball—in every es 
sential feature just like the present well 
known form of bat,and then bybendingchange 
its permanent forminto that substantially as 
shown in the drawing, so that thelongitudi 
nal axis of the bat shall'lie in a plane from 
the points 0 to 1 with aireceding curve, (the 
face toward the reference-?gure of the draw 
ing being the front or face of the bat,) which 
gradually reverses from the point 1, and at 
the points 2, 3, and 4 has its radial central 
point or points on the face side of the bat in 
form and relative proportions, substantially 
as shown. ‘ . - 

The smaller part of the bat from the point 
marked 0 is the handle, and from said point 
up to the upper end of the bat, constituting 
about or a little more than one-third of the 
entire length-of the bat, is the striking part. . 

In use the following results are obtained 
, with my bat, namely: When a ball is struck 
with that part of the bat comprised between 
the points 0 and 1, the ball will receive, in ad 
dition to- the ?ight produced by the blow, a 
rotary motion, more or less'violent in propor~ 
tion as it happens to hit the bat near the point 
1 or 0. This motion will of course be in the 
same direction as if the ball had been rolled 
on the face of the bat from the point 0 toward 
the upper end of the bat,land on account of 
the manner in which bats are usually held at 
the moment they hit the ball—a little back of 
or pointing backward from the striker-this 
said rotation will be given to the ball at the 
point 2 and beyond it, but with decreasing 
force~,until near or at the point 3, where for a 
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short distance on either side of it there will be . 
a neutral point—that is, its shape will not, on 
account of the form and position already vex 
plained, tend to give'the ball any more-‘of a 
rotary motion than a straight bat would do. 
Beyond said neutral space toward the point 4 
and on_ either side of it the ball receives aro 
tary or spinning motion contrary to that given 
from or between the points 0 and 3. In addi 
tion to the said special results, there are sev 
eral others attained by the .use of my new 
bat~—_as, for instance, when the ball strikes 
the bat between the points 0 and 3 it- will not, 
?y straight from the bat—that is, in a line 
normal or vertical to the axial line of the han 
die of the bat—but it will rise upward, and 
when the ball is caught in flying from such a 
blow it will be very difficult to retain it in they 
hand on account of the said rotary or spin 
hing motion imparted to ‘it. If the balliis 
struck with theupper end of the bat, its tend 
ency will be to seek the ground directlyand 
to roll from the striker and to stay on or near 
the ground. 
to the peculiar form of my bat, the game be 
comes more difficult to play, and therefore 
much more interesting and exciting, because 
the innings will not be so easily attained, and 
consequently the time of the game will also be 
shortened, and on account of ,the said spin 
nin g motion given to the ball b y my bat it will 
also be sent farther across the ?eld. 

WVith these said results, owing‘ 
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\Vhilc the cross-section of- my ball-bat may . 
be circular like arty other bat, it may also be 
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varied; seas to be more or less Oval-round at 
places, as between the points 1 and 2. 
" What I claim is— ' 

1. A ball-bat wherein the longitudinal axis 
5 of the striking part is bent into a series of 
curves which lie in the same plane, substan 
tially as speci?ed. 

2. Ahall-bzttwhereiu the longitudinal axis \_ 

of the striking part is bent into a series of 
curves from the point 0 through the points 1 . 
2 3 4, substantially as speci?ed; I 

' EMILE KINST. 

Witnesses: 
WM. ZIMMERMAN, 
I. H. PEDRICK. 


